The segmentation of leukocytes and their components acts as the foundation for all automated image-based hematological disease recognition systems. Perfection in image segmentation is a necessary condition for improving the diagnostic accuracy in automated cytology. Since the diagnostic information content of the segmented images is plentiful, suitable segmentation routines need to be developed for better disease recognition. Clustering is an essential image segmentation procedure which segments an image into desired regions. A judicious integration of rough sets and fuzzy sets is suitably employed towards leukocyte segmentation in a clustering framework. In this study, the goodness of fuzzy sets and rough sets is suitably integrated to achieve improved segmentation performance. The membership concept of fuzzy sets endow is efficient handling of overlapping partitions, and the rough sets provide a reasonable solution to deal with uncertainty, vagueness, and incompleteness in data. Such synergistic combination gives the proposed scheme an edge over standard cluster-based segmentation techniques, that is, K-means, K-medoid, fuzzy c-means, and rough c-means. Comparative analysis reveals that the hybrid rough fuzzy c-means algorithm is robust in segmenting stained blood microscopic images. The accomplished segmented nucleus and cytoplasm of a leukocyte can be used for feature extraction which leads to automated leukemia detection.
Introduction
Abnormal functioning of blood cells or blood-forming tissues is termed as hematological disorders. Cellular components of the blood are considered important, as the blood cells are easily accessible indicators of disturbances in their organs of origin or degradation which are much less accessible for diagnosis. Thus, changes in the erythrocyte, leukocytes, and platelets allow important inference to be drawn about various hematological disease conditions [1] . Visual (subjective) assessment of stained blood slides is a low cost, preferred, and reliable evaluation technique throughout the globe for initial screening of patients. Although significant improvements have been achieved in terms of identifying clinically relevant morphological clues, diagnostic hematology remains a subjective and time-consuming process. Human evaluation of blood slides is subjected to inter-and intraobserver variations resulting in poor diagnostic classification. It has been observed that cytological measurement can significantly improve the diagnostic decision making. Such measurements are termed as quantitative microscopy and provides morphological changes in terms of numbers [2] . Quantitative measurement acts as an essential diagnostic tool for objective interpretation of hematological disorders like anemia, malaria, leukemia, AIDS, and so forth. The main objective of our studies is to deal with a specific neoplastic disorder of white blood cells (leukocytes) called leukemia. Leukemia is the neoplastic proliferations of hemopoietic cells and is considered as our subject of study. Leukemia can be pathologically understood as a hematological malignancy with increased numbers of myeloid or lymphoid blasts. Leukemia can be acute or chronic depending on the severity of the disease. Practical classification of leukemia is quite complicated and can be categorized on the basis of morphologic findings, genetic abnormalities, putative etiology, cell of origin, immunophenotypic qualities, and clinical characteristics. French, American, and British (FAB) classification and World Health Organization (WHO) classification are 2 ISRN Artificial Intelligence two widely used protocols for leukemia categorization [3] . But both fundamentally divide leukemia's into myeloid and lymphoid types, depending on the origin of the blast cell. Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is considered as the prime focus of our research.
ALL is the most common malignancy diagnosed in children representing nearly one third of all pediatric cancers [4] . Leukemia diagnosis serves as a pillar to all therapies, thus diagnostic tests are of utmost importance and need to be executed with precision. Single tests, that is, morphological, cytochemical, immunophenotyping, cytogenetic, and molecular genetic analysis or a combination of two tests is performed on the leukocytes for confirmation and classification of leukemia. As all other tests are expensive, microscopic examination of blood is an attractive diagnostic tool for initial screening of leukemia. Thus stained and fixed blood smears are extensively used for measuring and characterizing properties of the leukocytes based on shape variations of nucleus and cytoplasm for leukemia detection. Human evaluation is based on visual examination of the blood film based on their clinicopathological understanding and expertise [5] . Such techniques are prone to perverted results because of inter-and intraobserver variations and are also subjected to factors like slowness, operator tiredness, and so forth resulting-erroneous interpretation. In order to alleviate these bottlenecks, a computer-aided leukocyte segmentation mechanism is developed in this paper which facilitates automated leukemia detection.
Accurate segmentation of the cells is the first and necessary step for all automated cell analyzers. However, the complex biological structure of the leukocyte, poor staining, and touching cells makes the segmentation an illposed problem. Further the required extent of accuracy is very high in automated leukemia detection systems and solely depends on leukocyte segmentation. Segmentation of leukocytes is a complicated problem mostly because of unclear boundary between both cytoplasm and plasma (background) or cytoplasm and nucleus. Utmost care has to be taken while classifying the boundary pixels, as the roughness or irregular boundary is an essential feature for the diagnosis of leukemia.
Since there is no general solution to the image segmentation problem, specific algorithm has to be developed for segmenting leukocyte images. Standard segmentation procedures can be hybridized along with the domain knowledge to obtain desired segmentation results for specific problem domain. Promising segmentation results were obtained using fuzzy clustering technique for biological image samples [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The objective of blood image segmentation in the present context is to extract the morphological components such as nucleus and cytoplasm of each leukocyte using rough-fuzzy c-means (RFCM) clustering algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we briefly summarize the related works present in the literature. Section 3 describes the schema of the proposed method. Standard clustering techniques including partitive algorithms in the soft computing framework are outlined in Section 4. Section 5 provides a discussion on rough sets and its application to data clustering through rough-fuzzy c-means (RFCM) algorithm. Proposed hybrid approach for leukocyte segmentation is outlined in Section 6. Experimental results are presented in Section 7. A detailed analysis of the results obtained is presented in Section 8. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 9.
Literature Survey
Over years numerous blood smear image segmentation methods have been proposed [12] [13] [14] . Those methods can be broadly classified as edge-based [15] , region-based [16] , threshold-based [17] , and watershed-based [18, 19] segmentation schemes. Wu et al. [15] stated that cell boundaries are not sharp enough to perform edge-based segmentation in leukocyte images. An improved seeded region growing algorithm for cell segmentation was presented by Mehnert and Jackway [20] . However, determining the initial seed points is the drawback of all region-based methods. Few studies have been reported in the literature which employs thresholding for white blood cell (WBC) segmentation. Liao and Deng [21] introduced a gray level threshold based WBC image segmentation. Fuzzy divergence is employed by Ghosh et al. [5] for threshold estimation in leukocyte images. All threshold-based approachs are able to segment the nucleus from the background with acceptable accuracy. Color images are very rich source of information and regions can be segmented better in terms of color as compared to grayscale images. A two-step color image segmentation process using K-means clustering followed by EM algorithm was proposed by Sinha and Ramakrishnan [22] . Comaniciu and Meer [23] applied mean shift algorithm for color image segmentation of leukocyte images. Blood cell contour detection using active contour model was first presented by kass Ei al. [24] . Another variation of active contour model (snakes) was explored successfully for WBC nucleus segmentation by Ongun et al. [25] . The application of morphological operators has also been investigated for WBC background separation [26] . In recent years, clustering technique has been incorporated intelligently for leukocyte image segmentation [6, 27] . As a general purpose segmentation method, feature space clustering has the advantage that is straight forward for classification [12] . Drawbacks associated with standard-clustering algorithms are the predetermination of number of clusters [28] and overlapping of morphological regions that is, cytoplasm and nucleus. As per Kumar et al. [29] selection of color space is also a vital issue in color-based clustering. Assumption of leukocytes as circular in shape-based methods is untenable in many cases; thus, diagnostic accuracy can drastically fall. There are several similar findings on blood-cell segmentation in the literature. It was also observed that standard segmentation methods are able to extract the WBC nucleus with acceptable level of accuracy but fails badly with cytoplasm. Cytoplasm is a decisive morphological component of blood; hence, utmost care should be taken while extracting it. To summarize the study reveals that the segmentation performances are limited by factors like smear preparation, staining, and image grabbing. So much work has to be done to meet real clinical demands. Uncertainty arises due to color pixel similarity between cytoplasm and background (plasma) region. Misclassification of color pixel is an inherent problem in standard colorbased clustering schemes [30] . In the present paper we devise a rough fuzzy set-based hybrid-clustering approach towards leukocyte segmentation in order to minimize these errors. Fuzzy c-means (FCM) [31] and rough c-means (RCM) [32] algorithms are merged together to develop a hybrid-clustering algorithm. Fuzzy sets have the ability to deal with issues like overlapping patterns, uncertainty, and vagueness. However, issues like incompleteness can be efficiently handled by rough sets. So rough-fuzzy cmeans (RFCM) is an approach to merge the merits of FCM and RCM for large data clustering. The proposed scheme employs RFCM clustering to segment each leukocyte into its morphological components like cytoplasm and nucleus.
Material and Methods

Blood Smear Preparation.
Blood samples were collected at Ispat General Hospital, Rourkela, India through randomization. Subsequently blood smear is prepared and stained using Leishman for visualization of cell components. The images were captured with a digital microscope (Carl Zeiss India) under 100x oil-immersed setting and with an effective magnification of 1000. Few images with permission from University of Virginia were also considered for experimental purposes. Figure 1 presents a set of sample-stained leukocyte images. The data set is a mixture of lymphocytes and lymphoblasts. There are 100 images collected from Ispat General Hospital, Rourkela, India, and 8 images are collected from University of Virginia. Manual segmentation was performed by Dr. Sanghamitra Satpathy, Hematologist, Department of Pathology, Ispat General Hospital, Rourkela, India. Each hand-segmented image consists of nucleus, cytoplasm, and back ground.
Subimaging.
The input peripheral blood smear images are relatively larger with more than one leukocyte per image. As per the requirement, region of interest (ROI) must contain a single leukocyte only and is obtained by automatic cropping of the original input image. This is desired as every leukocyte in the input image has to be evaluated for classifying it as a blast cell. Thus, subimages containing single nucleus per image are obtained using bounding box [33] technique. We use simple K-means color-based clustering to obtain all the blue WBC nucleus of the entire image. Using image morphology we obtain the centroid of each nucleus, and a square image is cropped around each nucleus such that entire cell will be within the cropped subimage as shown in Figure 2 . Again remapping with the original image, we can restore the color components and color subimages are obtained and is shown in Figure 3 . Subimages containing a single lymphocytes only were obtained and can now be used for further processing.
Preprocessing.
Noise may be accumulated during image acquisition and due to excessive staining. All the test images are subjected to selective median filtering followed by unsharp masking [34] . Incorporation of adaptive threshold into the noise detection process led to more reliable and more efficient detection of noise. Minute edge details of the microscopic images are perfectly preserved even after median filtering. Unsharp masking is performed to sharpen the image details making the segmentation process easier.
Color Conversion.
Typically images generated by digital microscopes are usually in RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) color space. A number of other color spaces or color models have been suggested in literature for various specific purposes. In the present paper we use L * a * b * color model for reduced color feature based clustering. The L * a * b * version of two sample images is shown in Figure 4 . The L * a * b * color space is a color representation technique which consists of a luminosity layer L * , chromaticity layer a * , and chromaticity layer b * . The color components, that is, a * and b * are used as features in the clustering process. Computation time is an important issue in all feature-based clustering problems with large data sets. Use of two color features (a * and b * ) instead of three (red, green, and blue) reduces the computational time drastically.
Image Segmentation. Recognition of leukemia in blood
samples is based on morphological variation of WBC. Such alterations can only be measured with segmented nuclei and cytoplasm. Accuracy of leukemia detection solely depends on leukocyte segmentation; thus, a suitable method has to be employed for morphological region extraction. Present paper deals with nucleus and cytoplasm region extraction from the background using rough-fuzzy c-means (RFCM) clustering. Detailed description of the proposed leukocyte image segmentation using rough-fuzzy c-means (RFCM) clustering is presented in Section 6. The obtained segmented regions can be used for feature extraction for acute leukemia detection. A brief overview of partitive clustering followed by an introduction to rough sets, rough c-means and roughfuzzy c-means clustering, is presented in the following section.
Partitive Clustering
Clustering is an unsupervised classification of data patterns into homogeneous groups or clusters. It has been addressed by various researchers in diversified areas such as pattern recognition, data mining, image processing, biology, psychology, marketing, and so forth. This section provides an overview of widely used clustering techniques from an image segmentation perspective. Clustering techniques can be broadly categorized as (1) hard partitive clustering and (2) soft partitive clustering. Popular clustering algorithms such as K-means, and Kmedoid belong to the first category, where each data pattern is a member of exactly one cluster. Soft computing-based partitive clustering techniques broadly include fuzzy c-means (FCM), rough c-means (RCM). In this section introduction to standard-clustering algorithms is presented. Rough cmeans (RCM) is presented along with an overview of rough sets in Section 5. Rough-fuzzy c-means (RFCM) clustering is presented in Section 5.2. 4.1. K-Means. K-means is a center-based clustering algorithm which is efficiently employed for clustering large databases and high-dimensional databases. The objective of a center-based algorithm is to minimize its objective function is well suited for convex shape clusters, and fails drastically for clusters of arbitrary shapes [35] . The conventional Kmeans algorithm was first proposed by MacQueen (1967) . This technique clusters the data into fixed number of clusters, and the mean of one cluster is placed as far away as possible from another. Every data point is associated to the nearest mean and belongs to one of the clusters [36] . Numerous variations of similar theme are also available in the literature which is usually based on changing the dissimilarity or centering.
K-Medoid
. K-medoid is a similar clustering technique like K-means which tries to minimize a squared error criterion but the cluster center is chosen from the set of data points rather than mean. The element whose average dissimilarity to all the objects in the cluster is minimal is selected as medoid of that cluster [37] . It is immune to noise and outliers hence more suitable than K-means.
Fuzzy C-Means (FCM).
The first algorithm in the soft partitive clustering arena was fuzzy c-means (FCM) and was developed in 1973 by Dunn and improved by [31] . In FCM each data point is associated with every cluster using a membership function, which gives degree of belongingness to the clusters. The partition matrix is obtained by minimizing an objective function
where 1 ≤ m < ∞ is the degree of fuzziness, v i is the ith cluster center, μ ∈ [0, 1] is the membership of the kth data pattern to it, and · is the euclidean distance norm. Where as
Set X
Upper approximation
Lower approximation where
The FCM algorithm consists of the following steps.
(1) Assign initial centroids v i , i = 1, 2, . . . , c. Choose value of fuzzifier m and threshold t max . Set iteration counter t = 1.
(2) Repeat steps 3-4 by incrementing t until |μ ik (t) − μ ik (t − 1)| > t max .
(3) Compute μ ik by (3) for c clusters and N data patterns.
(4) Update means, v i , using (2) .
Whereas Gustafson Kessel (GK) is a variation of FCM algorithm which associates each cluster with a cluster centre and with a covariance matrix. Original FCM implicitly considers each clustering data as spherical, while GK technique is not subjected to such assumptions and can also deal with nonspherical geometry of data.
Rough Sets
The principle of rough set is based on representation of rough or imprecise information in terms of exact concepts, that is, lower and upper approximation. These approximations (lower and upper) are obtained using an indiscernible relation based on the attributes of the objects in a domain. The set of objects which definitely belong to the vague concept are classified under lower approximation, whereas objects which possibly belong to the same are categorized as upper [38] . The difference of upper and lower approximation will result with objects in the rough boundaries. Figure 5 provides a schematic diagram of a rough set X within upper and lower approximation.
Rough C-Means (RCM).
In Rough c-means (RCM) clustering, the idea of standard K-means is extended by visualizing each class as an interval or rough set [32] . A rough set Y is characterized by its lower and upper approximations BY and BY respectively. In rough context an object X k can be a member of at most one lower approximation. If X k ∈ BY of cluster Y , then concurrently X k ∈ BY of the same cluster. Whereas it will never belong to other clusters. If X k is not a member of any lower approximation, then it will belong to two or more upper approximations. Updated centroid v i of cluster U i is computed as
where,
The parameters w low and w up correspond to relative weighting factor for lower and upper approximation respectively towards centroid updation. In this process the weight factor for lower approximation (BU i ) is higher than that of rough boundary (BU i − BU i ), that is, w low > w up . Where |BU i | signifies the number of members in the lower approximation of cluster U i , where as |BU i − BU i | is the number of members present in the rough boundary within the two approximations. The detailed RCM algorithm is presented below.
(1) Assign initial centroids v i for the c clusters.
(2) Each data object X k is assigned either to the lower approximation BU i or upper approximation BU i of cluster U i , by computing the difference in its distance d(X k , v i )−d(X k , v j ) from cluster centroid pairs v i and v j .
is less than a particular threshold T, then X k ∈ BU i and X k ∈ BU j and X k cannot be a member of any lower approximation, else X k ∈ BU i such that euclidean distance d(X k , v i ) is minimum over the c clusters. (4) Compute new updated centroid v i for each cluster U i using (4). (5) Iterate until convergence, that is, there are no more data members in the rough boundary.
Rough c-means algorithm is completely governed by three parameters such as w low , w up , and T. The parameter threshold can be defined as relative distance of a data member X k from a pair of cluster centroids v i and v j . These parameters have to be suitably tuned for proper segmentation.
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Rough-Fuzzy C-Means.
Rough-fuzzy c-means [39] was developed by incorporating membership concept into RCM framework. In the present paper rough-fuzzy c-means algorithm is proposed for image segmentation. This permits for integrating fuzzy membership values μ ik of a sample X k to a cluster mean v i , relative to all other means v j ∀ j / = i, instead of absolute individual distance d ik from the centroid as in RCM. Embedding fuzziness into RCM improves the robustness in clustering hence better segmentation accuracy can be achieved. The major steps of the algorithm is outlined below.
(2) Compute μ ik using (3) for c clusters and N data objects.
(3) Assign each data pattern X k to the lower approximation BU i or upper approximation BU i , BU j of cluster pairs U i and U j by computing the difference in membership μ ik − μ jk .
(4) Assuming μ ik be maximum and μ jk be the next to maximum.
If μ ik − μ jk is less than some threshold, then X k ∈ BU i and X k ∈ BU j and X k cannot be a member of any lower approximation, else X k ∈ BU i such that membership value μ ik is maximum over the c clusters.
(5) Compute updated centroid for each cluster U i , incorporating (2) and (3) into (4), as in (6).
(6) Repeat steps 2-5 until convergence, that is, there are no more new assignments
An optimal selection of above parameters is an important issue in rough-fuzzy c-means clustering. Similar to RCM, we use w up = 1 − w low , 0.5 < w low < 1, 0 < T < 0.5 and m = 2.
Proposed RFCM Algorithm for Leukocyte Segmentation
Sub images containing a single leukocyte per image is desirable and is obtained as defined in Section 3.2. Blood images generated from digital microscope are usually represented using RGB color model and contain three color bands, that is, red, green, and blue. Suitable color conversion from RGB to L * a * b * was done as defined in Section 3.4 to reduce the color dimension from three to two. Hence a * and b * component of the leukocyte image is considered as two feature inputs for color-based clustering. Leukocyte images can be visually segmented into four regions, that is, nucleus, cytoplasm, red blood cells (RBCs), and background stain as suggested by the hematologist. Inconsistency in color variation within the nucleus is also an issue which increases the total number of visual classes to five. Experiments were conducted to determine the exact number of classes c for accurate segmentation of the leukocyte. After rigorous empirical study, the number of classes c was found to be four. Due to unequal color variation of the stain within the nucleus is represented as two separate regions. Cytoplasm and background stain which also include RBC are considered as other two regions. Rough-fuzzy c-means (RFCM) clustering is employed to classify each pixel into four clusters. The proposed segmentation algorithm is applied on each subimage to separate the nucleus and cytoplasm from the background. The detailed algorithm is as follows.
(1) Let I rgb represent an original color leukocyte image in RGB color format.
(2) Apply L * a * b * color space conversion on I rgb to obtain the L * a * b * image that is, I lab .
(3) Construct the input feature vector using a * and b * components of I lab .
(4) Each data pattern of the feature vector is assigned to a appropriate class using rough-fuzzy c-means algorithm.
(5) Obtain the labeled image from the classified feature vector.
(6) Reconstruct the segmented RGB color image for each class.
After segmentation each pixel of the leukocyte image is classified as one of the four clusters based on corresponding a * and b * values in L * a * b * color space. Clustered output in terms of a scatter plot for the image (Figure 4(a) ) is shown in Figure 6 .
Simulation Results
The efficacy of the proposed scheme is demonstrated by conducting four experiments on the entire set of available images which is 100 for our case. However due to space constraint experimentalresults for two lymphocyte images only are presented in the current section. Segmentation performance in terms of visual assessment is demonstrated through the first experiment. Clustering performance in terms of cluster validity index that is, global silhouette index (SL) [40] and partition index (SC) [41] is presented through the second experiment for establishing quantitative performance evidence. The third experiment deals with the ISRN Artificial Intelligence only. This property of reduction in number of color features from three to two can be utilized in accelerating color-based clustering process. Thus a * and b * component for every pixel is recorded, and feature data set X of size 16384 × 2 is prepared. Each row of X represents a data pattern, and redundancy among them was discarded. This concise form of X with size N × 2 serves as an input towards pixel-labeling problem through color-based clustering. After successful clustering, background including RBC is clustered into single class whereas cytoplasm is considered in another class. However, the entire nucleus is represented in two different clusters due to inconsistency in absorption of the staining material. Various standard clustering schemes such as K-means, K-medoid, Fuzzy c-means (FCM), Gustafson Kessel (GK), Rough c-means (RCM) are simulated along with our proposed scheme for obtaining the corresponding individual clusters. Segmented results obtained from different clustering schemes are presented in Figure 7 for the first leukocyte image sample (Figure 3(a) ) and in Figure 8 for the second image sample (Figure 3(b) ). Each column represents a particular cluster, and each row of the image indicates a particular clustering scheme. As we have four clusters, the image indicates four cluster outputs for each clustering scheme.
Experiment 2.
Clustering algorithms are very sensitive to the type of data set and especially to noise and dimension. Cluster validity indexes have been used to evaluate the fitness 
where ε is the error rate. Individual clusters representing nucleus were added to obtain the desired nucleus image, and the misclassification error for the nucleus region along with the other regions was determined (see Tables 3 and 4 ).
Experiment 4.
Both the sample leukocyte images are subjected to segmentation with all existing schemes along with the proposed schemes. The computational time (in seconds) are recorded for all the schemes and shown in Figure 10 . It is observed that the proposed RFCM technique is computationally slower than standard K-means, Kmedoids, FCM and GK algorithms and faster than RCM. However, the segmentation performance is much superior to those standard schemes. 
Analysis
Automatic leukemia detection from leukocyte images is only possible by morphological analysis of nucleus and cytoplasm region individually. Accuracy of detection solely depends on nucleus and cytoplasm region extraction from the leukocyte image. Utilization of a suitable segmentation technique drastically improves the diagnosis accuracy and is very essential for any medical image analysis system. Segmenting nucleus and cytoplasm is a very difficult task, and most of the reported schemes are able to extract the nucleus only. Cytoplasm is also an essential indicator of disease condition which has to be extracted for automatic disease recognition. Thus, RFCM clustering was employed for accurate leukocyte image segmentation and to extract the nucleus and cytoplasmic region under the clustering framework. The proposed scheme is computationally slower; however, the clustering performance in terms of cluster validity index (PC and SC) was found to be superior in comparison to the existing schemes. Further the proposed approach outperforms the other reported schemes in terms of misclassification error rate. Due to unavailability of standard segmentation performance measure, visual assessment was performed for the proposed scheme and was found to be outstanding in terms of cytoplasm extraction. Experimental results reveal that the proposed scheme outperforms all other reported schemes in terms of cytoplasm extraction along with satisfactory nucleus separation. Further this technique is computationally equivalent in comparison to RCM approach with significant segmentation performance. Thus such a hybrid approach towards leukocyte segmentation will facilitate accurate leukemia recognition. Similar test was performed on the entire available data set of 108 images, and satisfactory results were obtained.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposes a rough-fuzzy hybrid-clustering technique for leukocyte image segmentation. The goodness of rough sets and fuzzy sets were suitably incorporated in the clustering framework to provide better segmentation performance. Encouraging segmentation results were obtained for images collected from two different locations. Exhaustive simulation on different cell images is performed, and it was observed that the cytoplasm and nucleus regions can be very well extracted using the proposed technique. Both subjective and objective comparative analysis with the existing standard schemes reveals that the proposed scheme outperforms others. Results obtained stimulate future works which includes reducing computational time and segmentation of blood smear images for overlapping leukocytes.
